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Past, present and perspective from a dynamic company

Lattas furniture solutions has been active in furniture sector since 1983. 
The company has ultramodern private facilities that cover 6.000sm, high technology mechanical equip-
ment and specialized - proficient staff while the years of experience – know-how as well as love – pas-
sion for furniture design and manufacture are the result of its family character. LATTAS sets high targets 
and aims at the formation of a totally qualitative and ecological product. 
Part of the products is constructed by solid wood which derives from certified and controlled logging. 
During the product dying, ecological varnishes without any solvents are used. Additionally, at the pro-
duction process are followed the necessary specifications that are in accordance with the current Eu-
ropean legislation (ISO 19001, ISO 14001).
Through the methodology and strategy that the company follows, the quality and ecological product 
manufacture are proved. 

•   Wood, the most ecological material 
Wood constitutes the main source of raw materials for product manufacture in LATTAS. Many inter-
national organizations (e.g. WWF) consider wood as the totally ecological product not only because 
of its features but also its energy efficiency. 

•  Sustainability and Recycling 
The wooden products that are manufactured nowadays, are made of legally logged timber (sustain-
able forest management). This means that wood derives from forests where the trees are replanted 
more frequently than those that are cut. The wood usage contributes in a positive way in the environ-
ment protection because during production of this ecological material, the CO2 is being blocked. 
Wood also constitutes a natural and recycling source of energy that is to say when LATTAS furniture 
fulfills its circle of life, it can be naturally recycled without burdening the environment. 

•  Formaldehyde 
All LATTAS products have zero formaldehyde emissions. The company has specific certifications 
related to that matter.

•  Ecological dye varnishes 
For the product dying, ecological varnishes of no solvents are used.  
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30 YEARS
OF QUALITY AND ECOLOGY

The environmental awareness of LATTAS
company is reasonably proved
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M.013.001

M.013.010

M.013.055M.013.054M.013.053M.013.052M.013.051

M.013.002M.013.058

M.013.041

M.013.056 M.013.057 M.013.003

M.013.040
18

M.013.050	 SYNTHESIS	WALL	with	horizontal	louvres		 120	 54	 			20	 8-11
M.013.051	 SYNTHESIS	WALL	with	horizontal	louvres		 120	 34	 		30	 8-11
M.013.052	 SYNTHESIS	WALL	with	doors	 	 120	 41	 		40	 8-11
M.013.053	 SYNTHESIS	WALL	 	 120	 50	 		20	 8-11
M.013.054	 SYNTHESIS	WALL	with	vertical	louvres	 	 50	 10	 120	 		4-7
M.013.055	 SYNTHESIS	WALL	with	vertical	louvres	 	 50	 20	 120	 		4-7
M.013.056	 SYNTHESIS	WALL	with	vertical	louvres	 	 50	 30	 120	 		4-7
M.013.057	 SYNTHESIS	WALL	with	vertical	louvres	 	 50	 40	 120	 		4-7
M.013.058	 SYNTHESIS	WALL	with	vertical	louvres	 	 50	 50	 120	 		4-7
M.013.003	 TABLE	with	horizontal	louvres	 	 200	 100	 		75	 			11
M.013.002	 TABLE	with	vertical	blinds	 	 200	 100	 		75	 		4-7
M.013.001	 TABLE	with	discordant	feet	 	 200	 100	 		75	 		8-9
M.013.041	 BUFFET	with	horizontal	louvres	 	 180	 45	 		80									12-13
M.013.042	 BUFFET	low	with	horizontal	louvres	 	 180	 45	 		55	 			14
M.013.040	 BUFFET	with	stone	 	 180	 45	 		75									16-17
M.013.010	 MIRROR	with	box	 	 65	 5	 209	 			13
M.013.011	 MIRROR	-	COAT	RACK	rotating	 	 39	 45	 185	 			15
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M.013.042



GUIDE
COLOUR

RAL 1011 RAL 6018

RAL 3005 RAL 9005

RAL 8001

RAL 3003

RAL 6017

RAL 9016

RAL 8007

RAL 3004

700

natural
walnut

7542

dark
walnut

RAL 6002



Tel. +30 22620 31844, +30 22620 31844
Fax +30 22620 56532
e-mail info@lattas.gr
www.lattas.gr 

57th km National Road Athens - Lamia
Schimatari, Greece, 32009
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